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What now?



From LCP to Te Ara Whakapiri

The long and winding road!
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Session format

– Background to Te Ara Whakapiri

– Last Days of Life Working Party

– Principles and guidance for the last days of life (Dec 2015)

– The Toolkit and the revised principles and guidance (April 2017)

– Guiding vision and aims behind the The Toolkit

– Quick tour of some of the contents

– Next steps

– Ideas and aspirations

– Challenges
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History

– December 2013, Palliative Care Council (via Cancer Control New Zealand) 

was commissioned by the Don Mackie, Chief Medical Officer, Ministry of 

Health, to develop a “consensus on a national approach for the care of 

patients in their last days of life in New Zealand”

– ‘Last Days of Life Working Group’ established

– Independent Review in UK analysed to assess relevance to NZ models of care, 

including the Liverpool Care Pathway

– Stocktake of services and literature review of evidence and best practice

– Survey of family / whānau
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Survey findings

Barriers to communication (hospital);

“I did not know what ‘palliative care’ meant at the time.  A 

doctor told me “we are offering palliative care now”.  I 

thought it was a different type of medicine they were 

offering to make my Uncle well again, so it was a huge 

shock when he died.”
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Place of death

“It was important for our mum to be surrounded by her whānau 
and mokopuna. But at the same time she didn't want to be a 
burden. She had been in and out of hospital but grieved for the 
sounds of her mokopuna playing in the background which for 
her gave her a sense of belonging and normality even though 
she was very unwell. Further, the whānau needed time to 
prepare for a pending death. this time with our mum sort of 
enabled that. She was also able to have access to constant 
karakia, waiata, and laughter. laughter is very healing for the 
spirit.” (home)
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Experience after death

“When I saw him after he died I was amazed by the 

peacefulness and how they had cared for him (rest home 

staff).  This was a huge help to me.  I felt that he was my 

dad again.  I did not expect this to be the case and this will 

be my lasting impression.  I am very grateful for this.” (aged 

residential care)
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Salutary reminder…

“Listen to the patient, and if the patient is unable to 

communicate then listen to the family/carers of the 

patient”
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Te Ara 

Whakapiri

- the unifying 

path

Published December 2015



Te Ara Whakapiri focuses care 

on what matters most

– Provision of person-centred and dignified care

– Clear and compassionate communication

– Attention to cultural and spiritual needs

– Attention to detail on symptom management

– Supporting the family/whānau 

– Care after death
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Te Whare Tapa 

Whā model of 

care supports 

the principles of 

care (Durie 1985) 
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3 components to care

1. A comprehensive baseline assessment involves 

identifying the lead practitioner, assessing clinical needs, 

sensitive and open communication, and clear 

documentation. 

2. Ongoing assessment emphasises the importance of 

developing individualised care plans. 

3. After death care includes verification of death and the 

need of the family/whānau for information and privacy.
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Each of these is addressed from the 

perspectives of;

– the person who is dying and their family/whānau 

– the health professional(s) providing care 

– the specific clinical service or health care 

organisation (primary palliative care provider 

and/or specialist palliative care service) 

– the wider health system
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Seven overarching principles

1. Care is patient-centred and holistic. 

2. The health care workforce is appropriately educated and is supported 

by clinical champions. 

3. Communication is clear and respectful. 

4. Services are integrated. 

5. Services are sustainable. 

6. Services are nationally driven and supported to reduce variation and 

enhance flexibility. 

7. Resources and equipment are consistently accessible. 
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Development of The Toolkit

– Working group re-convened with extended membership

– ARC, rural hospital, hospital physicians, Māori Health Provider, health care 

assistant and consumer

– 4 subgroups

– Initial (baseline) assessment 

– Symptom management guidelines and flowcharts (algorithms)

– “Observation” chart

– Care after death documentation
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Aims

– Concise

– Readable

– True to the NZ environment (and the seven principles of TAW)

– Applicable across all health care settings

– Appropriate for the non-specialist workforce to initiate and use

– Focussed on outcomes
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The toolkit

Fixed (apart from local logo)

– Care in the last days of life -
Baseline assessment and care after 
death (4 pages)

– Ongoing care of dying person -
2 page “observation chart”

– Home care in the last days of life -
2 page “observation chart”

– Recognising the dying person 
flowchart

– Medical management planning -
general principles

Localisable

– Staff signature sheet

– Bereavement risk assessment 
tool (BRAT)

– Discharge checklist

– Symptom management 
guidelines (incorporating 
symptom flowcharts)

– When death approaches 
(family/whānau pamphlet)

– Dying at home (family/whānau 
pamphlet)
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About getting 

everyone on the 

same page…

..often the 

biggest 

challenge
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Localise headers and footers
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Baseline assessment and a 

section on care after death

Completed together by 

nursing AND medical staff

Prompts charting of 

anticipatory medications 

and review of resus status, 

fluids, treatments/ 

interventions and cardiac 

devices

Covers physical health 

PLUS psychological, 

spiritual and family health21



Replaces the assessment/obs

chart (double-sided)

Physical, psychological, 

spiritual & family health

4hrly review of symptoms, 

others reviewed once/shift

ACE codes show priority

A = Green (achieved/absent)

C = Orange (a change has 

been required but issue is 

under control)

E = Red (escalate – needs 

medical review or a change 

in plan)22



Careful use of 

language..

..designed for 

family to use if 

they wish
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5 symptom flowcharts

1a. Pain

1b. Pain with severe 

renal impairment

2. Agitation / delirium/ 

restlessness

3. Nausea/vomiting

4. Excess respiratory 

tract secretions

5. Dyspnoea
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Citation: Te Ara Whakapiri: Principles and guidance for the last 
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Have we delivered?

– Only time will tell!

– Many positive features

– True to the NZ environment

– Feels like a step forward, whilst honouring what went before

– Succinct, localisable, flexible, visual

– Positive and supportive language
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Power of language

Don’t shy away from “Te Ara Whakapiri”

– What does the phrase mean to you and how will you explain its 

purpose and its value?

– To staff

– To patients

– To whānau

– More holistic and respectful than an acronym
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Implementation tips

– Use whichever components work for your setting and implement 
incrementally

– Insert logo in header and local name in footer

– Patient/whānau information can be used as is or inserted into local 
templates

– The BRAT can be modified according to local circumstances OR used 
as a conversation starter about how bereavement services are 
coordinated locally and across settings

– NOTE: full documentation is still required in the clinical record/EMR
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Next steps

– The BIGGEST challenge is implementation, without any new 

resources (yet)

– Hospice NZ are partnering with the MOH and other leaders to 

promote integration and socialisation across the health sector

– Dying happens everywhere and quality care cannot be reliant on 

specialists being there all the time

– Need to find creative opportunities within existing systems

– This is about everyone having a role, not just specialists
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Role of specialist palliative care 

services

– Get the message out there

– Talk to people at the top (resources can be shifted to areas of need)

– Harness, support and nurture local champions (they are everywhere)

– Empower and support these champions to take the lead (with you there 

for guidance)

– Find out about and use local programmes (e.g. RT2C)

– If care at the end of life is done well, for everyone, it’s likely that 

palliative care in general will be valued and supported
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A proposed “to-do” list

– The development of a standardised audit tool

– The development of resources such as…

– PowerPoint presentations on how to get started

– A “Guide to use” on how to complete the documentation

– Education packages such as inclusion in the HNZ Fundamentals of Palliative Care 

teaching packages, e-learning modules such as via HealthLearn or Ko Awatea etc

– A dedicated web area where the tools can be housed and where other 

resources that are been used around the country can be shared

– Others??
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Feedback

– Use it, share it and tell us how it’s going

– We want to hear about any problems or potential improvements

– We also want to hear about all the successes (to shamelessly 

steal/share other peoples ideas!)

– If you are staying with an alternative programme, keep an eye on 

what’s happening with TAW as the ultimate aim is consistency 

wherever possible
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Questions?
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